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NOTE ON NON-QUATERNION NUMBER SYSTEMS* 

BY 

WENDELL M. STRONG 

SCHEFFERSt has divided all number systems into the quaternion and non- 
quaternion systems aiid has shown that the n fundamental units of a non- 
quaternion system may be so chosen that the multiplication table takes a particu- 
larly simple form, which is in turn characteristic of the non-quaternion systenms. 
In this paper I shall show that the choice of the units may be so regulated that 
the multiplication table becomes still simpler. 

SCHEFFER'S form, which we shall call the regular Jbrm, has the following 
characteristic properties: 

10. The units are divided into two essentially different classes, the e's and the 
n's, with the notation: 

el , e2 e-, e; 71 72 * XS (r +s =n). 

2?. The sum of the q's is the modulus (or idemfactor). 
3?. As to the products , we have the formulas: 

2 
171A= 71A 71A74, 

= 
? ( /= X***X ; A$M) 

4?. For each ek there is one and only one 71A such that 

?I7ek = ek; 

and for each ek there is one and only one i, such that 

ek'71. = e . 

The particular units 7 , thus related to ek may or may not be distinct. The 
unit ek is said to have the character (X, u) . 

Every other product of an X with e k is zero. 
5?. The product of two e's contains only e's and, moreover, only e's of lower 

index than either of the factors-that is, with certain constants yij, , 
* Presented to the Society at the Columbus meeting, August 25, 1899. Received for publica- 

tion December 6, 1900. 
tMathematische Annalen, vol. 39, pp. 307-313, 1891. 
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r -I 

J s=l 

e.e. = y..,e>) I 3)8 (i j). 

We note as of especial importance the particular case: 

Cie, r=- eiel = 0 (i=IX * ' r). 

60. (Corollary of 4? and 50.) If e. is of character (X, ,u) and e. of character 
(,xt, v), the product e.e. can contain units of character (X, v) only. If e. is of 
character (X, ,t) and e. of character (p, v-) where p * ,x, the product e e. is zero. 

We shall for the present consider a regular system from which the q's have 
been deleted, that is, the part consisting of the e's and their products with each 
other only-this is called a degenerate system.* A degenerate system is said 
to be regular if it is in a form to satisfy 5?. 

The sequel depends essentially upon the following linear ordering of the prod- 
uctst of the multiplication table. 

(a) The products are divided into groups and the groups themselves ordered, 
as follows: 

The first group contains all products ele. and e.el (j -1, 2, , r): 

The second group contains all products e2e. and e.e2 (j=2, 3, , r) 

The k-th group contains all products e7ej. and e.ek (j=k, k? +1, , r) 
The (r - 1)-th group contains all products erle. and exe__ (j-r -1, r) 

The r-th group contains erer 4 
(b) Within a group, say the i-th, the products are ordered thus: 

eiei I e,e.+, , e ?le e , ee , e+2ej , e * , eier, erei 

In any system ? there are certain oroducts. in lnumber m (O c mn < r), each of 
which is linearly independent of the products preceding it in order. These 
products, which are of fundamental importance to us, will be called independent 
products; they will be denoted in order of precedence by 

* SCHEFFERS'S " ausgeartetes System," loc. cit., p. 308. 
t " Product " will henceforth be used to denote the product of two e's unless otherwise stated. 
I If the multiplication table be written in rectangular array, the first group consists of the 

first line and column, the second group of the part of the second line and column not contained 
in the first, etc. 

? " System "I will mean " degenerate system " while such systems alone are being considered. 
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To repeat: 7rw is the first product different from zero; 7r2 is the first product 
which cannot be expressed in terms of 7rw; 7r3 is the first product which caiinot be 
expressed in terms of 7rw aind 7r2; and so on. 

The set of " independent products " is a particular set of linearly indepen- 
dent quadratic products of the system, of which every set then contains m 
elements. Of course, under a transformation of the system the number in is 
invariant but the set of "; ilndependent products " need not be. 

A system whose multiplication table contains m independent products will be 
called an m-product systemii. 

THEOREM I. Any m-product degenerate non-quaternion nzumber system can 
be so tran,sformed that (1) the transformed system will be regular; (2) the m 
independent products of the transformed system will be the first m units of 
that system; (3) the order of equiv.alence of independent products and units 
will be: 

7r1 = el, 7w2 = e2 7r, w = em 

The form indicated by this theorem will be called the normalformz. 
Proof. Assuming that any (ni - 1)-product system can be reduced to the 

normal form, we shall prove that then any m-product system can be reduced to 
that form. 

Let any regular rn-product system be transformed by taking the independent 
products as the first qn units; that is, let 

- el =7= l e2= w2* em 7r, 

the choice of the remaining new units, 

em+l? em+r e*., 

being subject to the usual restrictions in the transformation of a number system, 
and also to the restriction* that onily units of like character shall be united in a 
transformed unit. We proceed to prove that the transformed system is regular. 

In the first place, in the transformed system the first rn units, and these only, 
will enter the products. For, the transformed system is an rn-product system; 
hence its products must contain at least mn units; again the transformed units are 
linear conibinations of the original units and consequently any product e can 
be expressed in terms of 7r, 72, *, 7rm that is, in terms of e1 2, ,em. 
Hence, regularity is preserved in so far as products e e;(i > m,j > m) are con- 
cerned. 

It remaiins to consider the products e e, where in each product one index is 
less than or equal to mr, that is, the products 

7rZ.ee, ew7r (&=I m;,=1*- r;i j) 

* For the units m+X1 e-r one nay indeed choose certain r - m of the original units. 
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We consider one such pair of products 7r-i e, -e.7r. In the original system, 
we have 

7r= eet = ale, ? a2e2 + ** a.leul. (u-s, uct). 

Any product in the original system, one of whose factors consists of units of 
index lower than u precedes the independent product 

7r. = e et (u,S, u ? t), 

and so, by the definition of independent products, is expressible linearly in terms 
of 7, w7r2 *... 7rTi. Hence either product of 7 =rw with e (j- i) can conltain 
only el 29, -, e_l. Hence we see that the transformed system is regular. 

We now have ani n-product regular system in which the units entering products 
are m in number and are the first m units of the svstem.* The unit el being de- 
leted, a regular system remains in which there are m - 1 units entering prod- 
ucts, and m - 1 independent products. In accordance with our assumption the 
deleted system may be reduced to the normal form; let the reduction be made 
and denote the new units by e2, e3 . * e,, the new independent products by 7rw 

7r - 7r- . Since the deleted system is normal, 

I = e2, w2 = e3 - * **n 7r1 e 

On the restoration of el, which will now be denoted by el, we have the 
original rn-product system which we had before deletion but in a new form; it 
will evidently still be regular. 

Since the products elei, eiel all vanish, if ejek ei was an independent prod- 
uct in the deleted systein, 

eiek = ei + aiel 

will be an independent product now. Then m - 1 of the independent products 
will be 

e2 + a2el, e3 + a3el, * e., + amel. 

Before searching for the remaining independent product let us make the trans- 
formation: 

Z2 = e2 + 2el, 3=e3 +a3ea **e * em em + amel, 

the remaining units being unchanged. The regularity has not been disturbed 
and the independent products remain unchaniged. 

Denoting the transformed units by e2, e3, . .., e, , we have as m - 1 of the 
independent products the units e2, e3, - * *, em. The only other unit which en- 
ters any product is el; hence, the first product which contains el is the remain- 
ing independent product; denote this product e9eh by 7rt . 

* We have by this first transformation made a twofold simplification of the regular form of 
the system. 
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If e. is the independent product immediately preceding 7rt 

egeh= 7rt= ale + a2e2 + + a,ei (a1=0; i<g, i<h). 

Now we make the transformation: 

e 2 a 2 e3 a i_I i ei tt Ti+l ei+l e r ere 

and prove that the transformed system will be regular and that its independent 
products will be 

=r= el , V e2 e e =rm_1 em-1 rm = em, 

that is, that the transformed system is in the normal form. 
The transformation in effect omits the unit el and leaving the remainilng units 

in their original order introduces 7rt as the new unit e. The products of the 
new system are the products of the old (apart from the vanishing e,-products) 
and the products involviing wr =-is Of these all not involving ei obviously 
have regular expressions, since in the original system the first product involving 
el was egeh= 7rt es (g > i, h > i), and so all products ekTh involving e, have 
k > i, I> i and may be expressed regularly, the el being replaced by 
ei, el And it is easy to see also that the products involving e. are 
expressible regularly. 

Further, in the new system e, , e arise as before as sequential ilnde- 
pendent products from the products preceding the product egeh 9 the products in- 
volving ei as a factor obviously being expressible in termns of the products in- 
volving ii, ***, Then, as the next independent product, 

7r = ege =i egeh ~ (i<g, i<h) 

enters, and by the intervention of the ei, with l, *.. * i to replace the orig- 
inal el, the ei+l ,.. em enter as before as sequential independent products. 
Thus after the transformation the independent products in order are eI * * em. 

Thus the general step of the induction proof is established, and it is evident 
that a zero-product system is normal; hence we have proved that every system 
can be brought into the normalform. 

THEOREM II. The product of two independent products is not an inde- 
pendent product. 

Let e. and e1 (i < j) be independent products in a normal system and let 
e e = e.. 
P q j 

Then 
eiej = (eiep)eq (ale, + a2e2 + + ai-lei-l)eq. 

Hence e.e. is equal to a sum of products which precede it, and cannot be an 
independent product. 
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We have thus far considered the degenerate system, and have defined the 
normal form for that alone. We call the complete non-quaternion system nor- 
mal if the system is regular ancd the degenerate system norinal. It is necessary 
to show that the transformations employed have not destroyed regularity with 
respect to the products of the e's with the q's in order to extend our results to 
the complete system. 

The regularity of the complete system could be destroyed by transformatioils 
of the degenerate system which maintain its own regularity in one way only; 
that is by uniiting in a transformed unit, two or more units of different characters. 

In the first transformation of the degenerate system it was explicitly stated 
that the units united in a transformed unit should all be of the same character. 

The other transformations which united two or more units in a transformed 
uiiit were made by means of equations of the form: 

e. = e.ek 

and all such transformations are permissible, for one sees by 6? that the ulnits 
contained in a product e.e. must all be of the same character. Hence we have: lt j 

THEOREM III. Any non-qgaternion system may be reduced to the normal 
form. 

YALE UNIVERSITY, Junte, 1900. 
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